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1 Introduction

Killing-Yano tensors [1, 2] and conformal Killing-Yano tensors [3, 4] are antisymmetric

tensors obeying constraints similar to those obeyed by (conformal) Killing tensors. We

shall refer to them as (conformal) Killing-Yano forms, and use the term (conformal) Killing-

Yano tensors to include these and also mixed-symmetry tensors which are related to them.

In flat n-dimensional Euclidean space or in spacetime, the constraint on a Killing-Yano

p-form (KY form) A is given by

∂(aAb)c1...cp−1
= 0 (1.1)

whereas that for a conformal Killing-Yano (CKY) form is

∂(aAb)c1...cp−1
=

1

n− p+ 1

(
ηab∂

dAdc1...cp−1 − (p− 1)η(a[c1∂
dA|d|b)c2...cp−1]

)
, (1.2)
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where xa are standard flat coordinates and ηab is the flat metric. Alternatively,

∂aAb1...bp = ∂[aAb1...bp] +
p

n− p+ 1
ηa[b1∂

dA|d|b2...bp] . (1.3)

It is straightforward to show that the dual of a CKY p-form is a CKY (n − p)-form, i.e.

satisfies the above equation with p replaced by n− p.
The generalisation of these equations to the curved case is obtained by replacing the

partial derivatives by the standard metric, torsion-free covariant derivative, ∇.

In the curved case KY forms have found applications in general relativity [5, 6], to

G-structures [7, 8] and string theory backgrounds [9], to classical mechanics [10] and to

symmetries of the Dirac operator [11]. A comprehensive survey of these topics, together

with many more references, can be found in [12].

In this article we shall concentrate on more formal aspects of CKYTs (conformal

Killing-Yano tensors), focusing on their conformal properties. We define CKYTs to be

tensors of the type that can be constructed as highest weight representations arising in

products of a conformal Killing tensor (CKT) and one or more CKY forms, and in the

next section we discuss these in some generality in flat spacetime. One motivation for this

definition is that such tensors appear naturally in the context of invariants of spinning

particles which have N0 = 1 supersymmetry on the world-line [13, 14]. This is discussed in

section 3, along with an algebra derived from taking the Poisson brackets of two invariant

functions determined by CKYTs. We also briefly discuss particles with N0 = 2 world

line supersymmetry and show that higher-rank CKYTs of the type exemplified in (2.9)

below arise naturally in this case. In the N0 = 1 case the worldline supersymmetry gives

rise to the Dirac operator /D when quantised, and in section 3 we also briefly discuss, in

five-dimensional spacetime, how higher symmetries of /D, in the sense of Eastwood [15],

naturally involve CKYTs. The quantisation of an N0 = 2 particle model gives rise to

generalised Maxwell equations, and the CKYTs yield higher symmetries of these equa-

tions [16]. We then go on to investigate extensions of such tensors in superspace. We give

definitions of superconformal KYTs (SCKYTs) and look at their properties and examples

in spacetime dimensions 4, 5, 6.1 In particular, in D = 4 we relate them to objects briefly

discussed in [17], and mention a further generalisation, to SCKYT-spinors. We also discuss

SCKYTs in analytic superspaces.

2 Conformal Killing-Yano tensors

A conformal Killing-Yano p-form obeys the constraint given above in (1.2). In flat n-

dimensional Euclidean space, in terms of representations of o(n) this means that the largest

representation in the product of a p-form multiplied by the derivative one-form must van-

ish. Moreover, it is not difficult to see that the expansion of the CKY form Ap in powers

of x terminates at x2. The components of Ap at x0, x1 and x2 are given by (constant)

1We recall that superconformal algebras exist only in these spacetime dimensions; for all values of N in

D = 4, 6 and for N = 1 only in D = 5 [18–23].
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antisymmetric tensors of rank p, (p−1) + (p+ 1), and p respectively. These are representa-

tions of o(n) and fit together into the (p+ 1)-form representation of the conformal algebra

o(1, n+ 1).

Now suppose one takes a product of a conformal Killing vector Ca and a CKY 2-form

Bab and then projects onto the highest weight representation to get

Aa,bc := Ba(bCc) +
1

(n− 1)

(
ηa(b(B · C)c) − ηbc(B · C)a

)
, (2.1)

where (B ·C)a = BabC
b. We shall call this object a conformal Killing-Yano tensor (CKYT)

of type (1, 2). It obeys the constraint that, when one applies a derivative, the highest weight

representation in the resultant product of o(n) representations vanishes. In the following

discussion we shall make use of Young tableaux, but with the convention that all the o(n)

or o(1, n+ 1) tableaux below refer to tensors that are trace-free.2

This construction admits a straightforward generalisation to CKYTs Ap,q of type (p, q).

Such a tensor has the o(n) Young tableau

Ap,q ∼

q︷ ︸︸ ︷
(2.2)

with (p+1) boxes in the first column. The differential constraint satisfied by such a CKYT

is that, when a derivative is applied to Ap,q, the traceless tensor corresponding to the Young

tableau with one extra box on the first row has to vanish, i.e.

∂Ap,q 3

q+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
= 0 . (2.3)

These tensors are not new; they appear naturally in the context of the spinning par-

ticle [13, 14], as we shall discuss shortly.

It is clear from the diagram (2.2) that we could equally well represent this tableau as a

tensor A′p+1,q−1, totally antisymmetric on (p+ 1) indices and symmetric on (q− 1) indices

such that antisymmetrisation over one further index gives zero. We can define it to be

A′a1...ap+1,b2...bq = (p+ 1)A[a1...ap,ap+1]b2...bq . (2.4)

Conversely, we have

Aa1...ap,b1...bq =
q

p+ q
A′a1...ap(b1,b2...bq) . (2.5)

2This does not necessarily mean that they correspond to irreducible representations because there can

be cases where self-duality constraints are also possible; explicit examples of this will be given in the section

on D = 6 superconformal KYTs.
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The A-representation turns out to be natural from the point of view of invariants as we

shall see in the next section, but the A′ version is useful in the context of duality. Taking

the dual of A′p+1,q−1 on its antisymmetric indices we get a dual tensor ∗A′n−p−1,q−1, from

which we can construct a dual version of Ap,q using (2.5). Clearly this tensor will have

n− p− 2 manifestly antisymmetric indices; we shall denote it by ∗An−p−2,q. Explicitly,

∗Aa1...an−p−2,b1...bq =
q

(p+ q)
∗A′a1...an−p−2(b1,b2...bq)

, (2.6)

where

∗A′a1...an−p−1,b2...bq =
1

(p+ 1)!
εa1...an−p−1

c1...cp+1A′c1...cp+1,b2...bq . (2.7)

We can therefore write

∗Aa1...an−p−2,b1...bq =
q

(p+ q)p!
εa1...an−p−2(b1

c1...cp+1A|c1...cp,cp+1|b2...bq) . (2.8)

Clearly one can obtain more complicated CKYTs by taking the highest weight in the

product of two or more CKY forms and a single CKT (Cartan product). This would lead

to tensors Ap1,p2,...,q generalising (2.2) with p1 ≥ p2 ≥ . . . being the number of boxes minus

one in the columns starting from the left. For example,

Ap1,p2,q ∼

q︷ ︸︸ ︷
(2.9)

where there are p1 + 1 boxes in the first column and p2 + 1 in the second. The differential

constraint satisfied by this tensor is

∂Ap1,p2,q 3

q+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
= 0 . (2.10)

The Ap,q tensors, like the CKY forms, are representations of the conformal algebra

which can be obtained as the highest weight in the product of a CKY p-form and a (q−1)th

rank CKT. The corresponding Young tableau in o(1, n+ 1) is

Ap,q ∼

q︷ ︸︸ ︷
, (2.11)
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where now there are (p + 2) boxes in the first column. For Ap1,p2,q the representation of

the conformal algebra is given by

Ap1,p2,q ∼

q︷ ︸︸ ︷
, (2.12)

where there are (p1 + 2) boxes in the first column and (p2 + 2) in the second.

An earlier definition of a generalised conformal Killing-Yano tensor was given by

J. Kress in [16]. He considered objects which combine CKTs and CKYs in a natural

way. These are constructed from the r-fold symmetric product of p-forms, i.e. they are

tensors of the type Ka11...a1p,a21...a2p,...,ar1...arp , antisymmetric on each set of p indices and

symmetric under the interchange of any two such sets. In addition, all traces are taken to

vanish. These tensors are taken to satisfy certain first-order differential constraints which

are given explicitly in [16]. This definition is designed to reduce to those for CKTs for

p = 1 and to those for CKYs for r = 1. These tensors are not irreducible in general but

can of course be decomposed into irreducible components, and the latter will be tensors of

the sort discussed above.

3 Spinning particles

A particle with local worldline supersymmetry provides a classical model for a spinning

particle that when quantised gives rise to the Dirac equation [24–28]. In this section

we consider particles with N0 world-line supersymmetries and show that supersymmetric

invariants are determined by CKYTs of the type discussed above. We focus on the N0 = 1, 2

cases because models with N0 ≥ 3 do not admit general background spacetimes, only flat

ones, although in the current paper we focus on the flat case for simplicity of presentation.

3.1 Basics

The Lagrangian for a spinning particle in flat n-dimensional spacetime with N0 local world-

line supersymmetries is given by [29, 30]

L = ẋ · p+
i

2
λi · λ̇i −

1

2
ep2 − iψiλi · p−

i

2
f ijλi · λj , (3.1)

where (xa, pa, λ
a
i ) denote the particle’s position, momentum and fermionic coordinates, with

a a spacetime vector index and i = 1, . . . N0 a vector index for the internal symmetry group

O(N0). The additional variables (e, ψi, fij) are the fields of the worldline “supergravity”

multiplet consisting of the einbein, e, N0 einbini, ψi, and 1
2N0(N0−1) einbosons, fij , gauge

fields for the local O(N0) symmetry. These fields act as Lagrange multipliers imposing the

constraints that the Hamiltonian, the supercharges and the O(N0) currents should vanish.
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Explicitly, these are respectively

H =
1

2
p2

Qi = λi · p

Mij = iλi · λj . (3.2)

The Lagrangian (3.1) is already in first-order form and comes with a symplectic form ω

given by

ω = dxa ∧ dpa −
i

2
dλa ∧ dλa . (3.3)

The associated Poisson brackets are

{F,G} =
∂F

∂xa
∂G

∂pa
− ∂F

∂pa

∂G

∂xa
+ i(−1)f

∂F

∂λa
∂G

∂λa
= (−1)fg+1{G,F} , (3.4)

where the indicators f, g are 0, 1 when F,G are even (odd) respectively. The basic non-zero

Poisson brackets are

{xa, pb} = δab , {λai , λbj} = −iδijηab , (3.5)

while the non-vanishing Poisson brackets for the constraints are

{Qi, Qj} = −2iδijH

{Mij , Qk} = −2δk[iQj]

{Mij ,M
kl} = −4iδ[i

[kMj]
l] . (3.6)

The Poisson brackets of the supersymmetry generators with the particle variables are

{Qi, xa} = −λai
{Qi, λaj} = −iδijpa

{Qi, pa} = 0 . (3.7)

The action defined by the above Lagrangian (3.1) is invariant under the local world-

line symmetries that we have detailed and is also invariant under spacetime conformal

transformations. However, it can only be extended to general spacetime backgrounds for

N0 ≤ 2 [31].3 For this reason we shall focus on these two cases.

3.2 N0 = 1 worldline supersymmetry

Functions of the form

F = F (x, λ)b1...bqpb1 . . . pbq (3.8)

can be expanded in the odd variables to give a sum of terms of the form

λa1...apAa1...ap,b1...bq p
b1...bq , (3.9)

3Backgrounds with constant curvature are allowed, however, see [32].
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where the multi-index λ and p denote p-fold and q-fold products of the odd coordinates

and the even momenta respectively. The coefficient functions are totally antisymmetric on

their a indices and totally symmetric on the b indices. A world-line super-invariant is a

function F of the phase-space variables which is weakly annihilated by Q, {Q,F} ≈ 0. Since

{Q,Q} ∼ H ∼ d
dt such a function will automatically be a constant of the motion modulo

the constraints. Invariants of spinning particles were considered previously in [13, 14].

These authors discussed spinning particles in general gravitational backgrounds but with

rigid supersymmetry, rather than local. This means that the particles they consider are

not necessarily massless and hence the associated invariant tensors need not be conformal.

Here, we shall show, in the flat case, how the invariants in the massless case are related to

CKYTs of the type Ap,q discussed in the previous section.

The claim is that, given a function whose leading (i.e. lowest order in λ) term involves

λppq, then there is an invariant F whose leading term has a CKYT Ap,q as its coefficient and

which requires only one correction at order λp+2pq−1. Ap,q can be taken to be completely

traceless because any trace terms will involve the constraints. The complete expression for

F is

F = λa1...apAa1...ap,b1...bqp
b1...bq + i

(−1)(p+1)q

(1 + p+ q)
λa1...ap+2∂a1Aa2...ap+1,ap+2b2...bqp

b2...bq . (3.10)

When Q is applied to F one finds terms of the form λp−1pq+1, λp+1pq, λp+3pq−1 which

must all be zero if {Q,F} ≈ 0. The first of these only involves the leading term and

implies that

Aa1...ap−1(ap,b1...bq) = 0 . (3.11)

This means that Ap,q is indeed in the representation (2.2). The λp+1pq term is

λa1...ap+1pb1...bq
(
∂a1Aa2...ap+1,b1...bq −

q(p+ 2)

(1 + p+ q)
∂[a1Aa2...ap+1,b1]...bq

)
, (3.12)

where the anti-symmetrisation over (p + 2) a-type indices in the second term comes from

the fact that the second term on the right in (3.10) has (p + 2) λs. Using (3.11) one can

then rearrange the terms in (3.12) to find that

∂(a1A|a2...ap+1|,b1...bq)|0 = 0 , (3.13)

where the zero subscript indicates the trace-free part and where the terms inside the vertical

bars are excluded from the symmetrisation. This is just the differential constraint (2.3) on

Ap,q. Finally, the term with λp+3pq−1 is clearly zero since it involves two derivatives acting

on A which are anti-symmetrised because they are contracted with λ indices.

The above discussion is in fact quite general for the systems we consider. Clearly,

invariants can be divided into two classes according to whether they are Grassmann even

or odd. For the former the fewest number of λs is 0, while for the latter it is 1. Since

the powers of momenta do not increase as we repeatedly apply Q to a given term in an

invariant, it follows that we can consider invariants whose lowest-possible order terms have

a particular power, q say, of momenta. It is easy to see that these will either be qth rank

– 7 –
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CKTs or CKYTs of type (1, q) for even or odd types respectively. If one now examines

the conditions for the entire sequence of terms for a given leading term to be invariant

one finds that at each step there are two representations that can arise. One of these is

determined in terms of the derivative of the previous term, while the other is a new term in

an irreducible representation of the type (2.2). In addition, the derivative of the previous

term must satisfy the differential constraint (2.3). This tensor will then not contribute

to the succeeding term because the two derivatives acting on it are antisymmetrised, as

in the example above, while the new undetermined tensor will be the leading (1, q − 1)

or (2, q − 1) term in an invariant of the type (3.10). In short, a general invariant can be

decomposed into a sequence of invariants of the type that we have discussed above, at least

in the free case.

As we have seen earlier the number of independent types of Ap,qs that exist is reduced

by duality. For n even it is n
2 while for n odd it is n−1

2 . For example, for n = 5 we

have the following independent types: A0,q, which are simply CKTs, and A1,q. A2,q can be

obtained by duality from A1,q while A3,q can be obtained from A0,q and is therefore another

representation of a CKT. Finally, A4,q is formally dual to A−1,q which can be interpreted

as a CKT of rank q − 1. For the case of n even there is also the possibility of self-dual

Ap,q tensors for p = n−2
2 . In the classical theory, different powers of λ are deemed to be

independent so that the same Ap,q tensors can arise for different powers of λ according

to the rules derived from duality. However, the situation is not the same in the quantum

theory as we shall discuss below.

We shall abbreviate the above expression (3.10) for the invariant F by

F = λpAp,qp
q + α(p, q)λp+2dAp+2,q−1p

q−1 := A+ dA (3.14)

where

α(p, q) := i
(−1)(p+1)q

(1 + p+ q)
, (3.15)

(dAp+2,q−1)a1...ap+2,b1...bq−1
:= ∂[a1Aa2...ap+1,ap+2]b1...bq−1

, (3.16)

and, by abuse of notation, dA is used to remind us that, for N0 = 1, the correction term

to a correction term is zero, d2A = 0. (Alternatively the tensor in the second term on the

right-hand side of (3.16) could be written (dA′)p+2,q−1 where A′p+1,q−1 is given in (2.4) and

the d acts on the form indices only.)

Consider the Poisson bracket of two invariant functions F and G with leading terms A

and B, respectively. It follows from the Jacobi identity that this will produce new invariant

functions. The Poisson bracket

{F,G} = {A+ dA,B + dB} (3.17)

will produce terms of type (p+ p′− 2, q+ q′), (p+ p′, q+ q′− 1), (p+ p′+ 2, q+ q′− 2) and

(p+ p′+ 4, q+ q′− 3). These will result in four new invariants H(1), . . . ,H(4), with leading

terms C(1), . . . , C(4) of the aforementioned type.

– 8 –
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There is a unique (p+ p′ − 2, q + q′) term and corresponding H(1),4

C(1) = {λAp, λBp}F
H(1) = C(1) + dC(1) . (3.18)

The correction term dC(1) is of type (p+ p′, q + q′ − 1), and we find the next leading term

by subtracting it from the other terms of this type generated in (3.17):

C(2) = −dC(1) + {λAp, λBp}B + {λAp, αλdBp}F + {αλdAp, λBp}F
H(2) = C(2) + dC(2) . (3.19)

The correction term dC(2) is now of type (p + p′ + 2, q + q′ − 2) and we subtract it from

the other terms of this type

C(3) = −dC(2) + {λAp, αλdBp}B + {αλdAp, λBp}B + {αλdAp, αλdBp}F
H(3) = C(3) + dC(3) . (3.20)

The correction term dC(3) is now of type (p + p′ + 4, q + q′ − 3) and we subtract it from

the one remaining term from (3.17), which is of this type

C(4) = −dC(3) + {αλdAp, αλdBp}B
H(4) = C(4) + dC(4) . (3.21)

Consistency requires that H(4) does not require a correction term, i.e., that

dC(4) = d{αλdAp, αλdBp}B = 0 .

This is indeed the case, due to products of partial derivatives being anti symmetrised by λs.

One may work out the explicit tensor expressions in for the various Cs and Hs. E.g.,

{λAp, λBp}F = i(−)p(pp′)λp+p
′−2Acp−1,qδ

cdBdp′−1,q′p
q+q′ (3.22)

where the numerical powers brought down from λs are put in parentheses so as not to

be confused with momenta. Although the resulting expressions for some terms may be

simplified using the constraints (3.11) and (3.13), the explicit expressions are not terribly

illuminating. Invariance of the Hs follow by construction, but is of course also possible to

check explicitly. We have done so, along with a check of the constraints, in the simple case

of (p, q) = (p′, q′) = (1, 1), where only H(1) and H(2) are nonzero.

Thus the Poisson bracket gives rise to Lie algebra structure on the space of CKYTs of

type (p, q).

4The subscripts B and F below refer to the bosonic (x, p) and fermionic (λ) parts of the Poisson bracket

respectively.
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3.3 N0 = 2 worldline supersymmetry

In the N0 = 2 case it is convenient to use complex notation, so we set ξ = 1√
2
(λ1 + iλ2),

and similarly for Q. We then have

{Q, ξa} = {Q̄, ξ̄a} = 0 ; {Q, ξ̄a} = {Q̄, ξa} = −ipa

{Q, xa} = −ξa; {Q̄, xa} = −ξ̄a

{Q,Q} = {Q̄, Q̄} = 0 ; {Q, Q̄} = −2H , (3.23)

as well as

{ξa, ξb} = {ξ̄a, ξ̄b} = 0 ; {ξa, ξ̄b} = −iηab . (3.24)

Super-invariants F will have leading terms of the form

F (0) = ξa1...am ξ̄b1...bmBa1...am,b1...bm,c1...cqp
c1...cq . (3.25)

Clearly there must be the same number of ξs and ξ̄s in order to maintain U(1) symmetry.

As in the N0 = 1 case we may assume that B is completely traceless because any trace

terms will be proportional to constraints. In order to be invariant under O(2) and not just

SO(2) one also requires symmetry under λ1 7→ λ2, λ2 7→ −λ1, or ξ ↔ ξ̄. This requires

Ba,b = (−1)mBb,a , (3.26)

where a(b) denote the sets of a(b) indices and where the c indices have been ignored. If

we further require F to be real then B is real and symmetric for m even and imaginary

and antisymmetric for m odd. So the conclusion is that the tensors appearing as leading

terms in N0 = 2 super-invariants have two sets of m antisymmetrised indices as well as q

symmetrised indices, and are also traceless. Moreover, supersymmetry at the lowest order

(i.e. acting on the fermions) implies that symmetrisation over more than q indices gives

zero. The representations contained in B are not in general irreducible but this constraint

implies that B can be decomposed into irreducible tensors of type Ap1,p2,q of section 2. We

therefore have

Bm,m,q =

r=k∑
r=0

A2m−2r,2r,q ; m =

{
2k for m even

2k + 1 for m odd
, (3.27)

where on the left-hand side Bm,m,q denotes the function appearing in F before decompo-

sition into irreducibles.

The full classical invariant is obtained by adding ξm+1ξ̄m+1pq−1 and ξm+2ξ̄m+2pq−2

terms to (3.38). Explicitly,

F (1) = ξa1...am+1 ξ̄b1...bm+1B
(1)
a1...am+1,b1...bm+1,c2...cq

pc2...cq , (3.28)
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where

B
(1)
a1...am+1,b1...bm+1,c2...cq

=

 r=k∑
r=0

αr∂a1Ba2...asb1...br,br+1...bmas+1...am+1,bm+1c2...cq

+

r=[k]∑
r+1

βr∂a1Ba2...asb1...br,br+1...bm+1as+1...am,am+1c2...cq


+ (−1)m+1a↔ b (3.29)

where [k] = k, if m is even, or (k + 1) if m is odd. On the right-hand-side of this equation

the as and bs are separately antisymmetrised. The constants αr, βr are determined by

requiring invariance under Q. When Q is applied to F (0) there will be a term arising

from Q being applied to B which will bring down a factor of ξ together with a spacetime

derivative acting on B. Moreover, the terms coming from B(1) when Q is applied to a

ξ̄, converting it to a p, will give terms of the same structure. This term will have to be

cancelled by the α0 term in B(1), while the remaining terms are required by symmetry. It

is not difficult to see that there are exactly the right number of constraints to determine

the αs and βs, but their precise values are not needed for the current discussion.

In addition, the invariance of F at this level also imposes a differential constraint on B:

∂(c0B|a1...am,b1...bm|,c1...cq)|0 = 0 . (3.30)

When B is decomposed into irreducibles, as in (3.27), this constraint implies the one given

in (2.10) for each Ap1,p2,q tensor.

If Q and Q̄ are applied to F (0) two derivatives will be brought down, and these can

be associated with the ξ and ξ̄ indices so that they will not give zero in contrast to the

N0 = 1 case. This means that a second-order term will be required to complete the picture

for N0 = 2. It is given by

F (2) = ξa1...am+2 ξ̄b1...bm+2B
(2)
a1...am+2,b1...bm+2,c3...cq

pc2...cq , (3.31)

where

B
(2)
a1...am+2,b1...bm+2,c3...cq

=

r=[k]∑
r=1

γr∂a1∂b1Ba2...arb2...bs,ar+1...am+1bs+1...bm+1,am+2bm+2c3...cq

(3.32)

and where, as before, [k] = k, if m is even, or (k+1) if m is odd. In this case note that B(2)

automatically has the right symmetry properties under the interchange of a and b indices.

As in the N0 = 1 case the Jacobi identity guarantees that the Poisson bracket of two

invariant functions of the above type is again invariant. In the N0 = 2 case the calculation

is in principle straightforward, but is considerably lengthier and we omit the details.

3.4 Quantisation

3.4.1 N0 = 1

The canonical quantisation of the Poisson brackets for λa for N0 = 1 implies that in the

quantum theory λa  γa, so that the wave function can be identified as a Dirac spinor Ψ
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and the supercharge becomes the Dirac operator, as is well-known. The quantum versions

of the invariants determined by the CKYTs will then define the leading terms in higher

symmetries of the Dirac equation in a similar way to which CKTs define higher symmetries

of the Laplacian (or massless wave equation) in the purely bosonic case. As in that case

there is some ambiguity in the lower-order terms that can accompany the leading ones

which from this point of view can be seen as operator-ordering problems. Although there

are canonical choices in the case of the Laplacian [15] (and super-Laplacians [33]) to our

knowledge there has not been a similarly complete study carried out in the case of the Dirac

operator, although there are some results in the literature for particular cases [12] (and

references therein). One complication in the Dirac case is that there can be different types

of spinor depending on the dimension of spacetime. In the pseudo-classsical formalism

decribed above one can introduce further constraints that allow one to impose chirality

or Majorana conditions on the wave function (or both) [31], but there are also symplectic

constraints that can be introduced which would require further changes to the classical

Lagrangian.

To illustrate the formalism we consider the case of D = 5 spacetime with metric

−dt2 + dx2. Dirac spinors are 4-component complex which implies that the symmetries

we wish to consider will involve complex tensors in general. Given two 4-component Dirac

spinors one could impose a symplectic-Majorana reality condition which also gives rise

to spinors with 8 real components, but this introduces an additional sp(1) symmetry so

that one would have to consider tensors carrying representations of this algebra as well as

spacetime indices. We shall therefore stick to the case of a single Dirac spinor for simplicity.

We recall that a differential operator D of degree q is a higher-order symmetry of the

Dirac operator /D if

/DD = δ /D (3.33)

for some other differential operator δ, in other words Dψ is a solution of the Dirac equation

if ψ is.

Consider the case of a first-order symmetry. Its most general form would be

D =

(
Aa + γbAb

a +
1

2
γbcAbc

a

)
∂a +

(
B + γaBa +

1

2
γabBab

)
. (3.34)

The first observation is that both of the A-tensors that accompany γ-matrices in the

derivative term can be taken to be trace-free because their traces would lead to /D terms.

Applying /D = γa∂a in the flat case we get terms with 0,1 or 2 derivatives on the right. The

term with two derivatives implies that both of these A tensors are totally antisymmetric,

i.e. they are respectively 2- and 3-forms. But now we can replace the 3-form with its dual

and dualise the γ2-matrix to get a contribution to D of the form

γabc ∗Aab∂c ∼ γa ∗Aab∂b (3.35)

after dropping a /D term. So the 3-form A-term in D can be absorbed into the 2-form

term. This implies that there are just two independent tensors in the leading term of

D. It is not difficult to check that Aa is simply a CKV, so we can focus on Aa
b which
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will require associated B terms. The terms in /DD with one ∂ determine Ba and Bab in

terms of a derivative acting on Aab. This tensor has 3 irreducible components, a 3-form,

a divergence (∂ · A)a = ∂bAba, and a trace-free mixed symmetry tensor. The latter does

make a contribution to the one derivative terms, but clearly cannot be absorbed by the

Bs, so that we obtain the constraint that Aab is indeed a CKY 2-form. For the Bs we find

Ba ∼ (∂ ·A)a ; Bab ∼ iεabcde∂cAde , (3.36)

while the scalar B is a constant. Finally, one can check that the terms in /DD with no

derivatives are satisfied by virtue of the derivative constraint on A.

Similar analyses can be applied to qth order symmetries. There will be those with qth

order CKTs and those with leading terms of the form

D ∼ γaAab1...bq∂b1...bq . (3.37)

Note that we can take the q derivatives on the right to be traceless because any trace would

give the square of /D. In addition, we can take A to be traceless as a trace term would

lead to a contribution of the form /D∂(q−1). Applying /D and looking at the terms with

(q + 1) derivatives we find that the totally symmetric part of A must vanish so that A

is algebraically an A1,q-tensor. The terms with q derivatives then lead to the differential

constraint (2.3) on A, as well as determining the (q − 1)th order terms in D (which will

involve all the independent gamma-matrices). Completing the calculation to determine all

the components of D is a lengthy procedure which we shall not discuss further here.

3.4.2 N0 = 2

If we set fij = εijf for N0 = 2, the Lagrangian (3.38) becomes, using complex notation,

L = ẋ · p+ iξ̄ · ξ̇ − iψξ̄ · p− iψ̄ξ · p− 1

2
ep2 +

1

2
f [ξ, ·ξ̄] . (3.38)

Applying the rules of canonical quantisation we find, in particular, that the anti-commuta-

tor of ξa and ξ̄b is δab , so that we can choose a representation such that the wave-function

Ψ = Ψ(x, ξ) and ξ̄a  ∂
∂ξa . Expanding Ψ in powers of ξa we get an inhomogeneous

differential form. However, we have to impose the constraint imposed by the Lagrange

multipler f which becomes, in the quantum theory,5

[ξa, ξ̄a]Ψ =

(
ξa

∂

∂ξa
− ∂

∂ξa
ξa
)

Ψ =⇒ ξa
∂

∂ξa
Ψ =

n

2
Ψ . (3.39)

This then implies that the dimension of spacetime must be even and that Ψ is a differential

form of degree n
2 :

Ψ =
1

m!
ξa1...amFa1...am , for m =

n

2
. (3.40)

It is straightforward to see that Q becomes the exterior derivative d acting on F , while

Q̄ becomes the divergence operator δ = ∗d∗. Thus the wave-function is an n
2 -form which

5For a more detailed discussion of this point see [31].
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is closed and co-closed, i.e. an on-shell abelian gauge field-strength form of degree equal

to half the spacetime dimension. We shall refer to such equations as generalised Maxwell

equations.

The invariant functions in the N0 = 2 case therefore become higher symmetries of

generalised Maxwell equations in the quantum theory. Moreover, although the gauge

fields themselves are abelian these models are in general compatible with curved back-

ground spacetimes, one has to examine any given spacetime explicitly to determine if it

admits CKYT tensors which give rise to such higher symmetries. Some non-trivial four-

dimensional examples of symmetries of this type have been given in [16] (and references

therein).

4 Superconformal Killing-Yano tensors

4.1 General discussion

Flat super Minkowski space has standard (even, odd) coordinates (xa, θα), where a runs

from 0 to (D−1), the dimension of spacetime, and α is a combined spinor-internal symmetry

index, running from 1 to N times the dimension of the basic spinor representations, and

where N denotes the number of supersymmetries. The basic derivatives are (∂a, Dα), with

the non-trivial commutation relation

[Dα, Dβ ] = −i(Γa)αβ∂a (4.1)

where the Γa matrices are symmetric and are a product of spinor matrices γa with an

appropriate internal symmetry invariant. The bracket here is graded anti-symmetric which

means that it is an anticommutator for two odd objects. When we need to be specific about

the internal symmetry group we shall switch notation α→ αi, where i is the internal (R)-

symmetry index.

In flat superspace a rank p superconformal Killing-Yano form (SCKY) form is deter-

mined by an antisymmetric even tensor Aa1...ap satisfying the constraint

DαAa1...ap = (Γa1...apΛ)α , (4.2)

where Γ-matrices with multiple even indices are anti-symmetrised products of (in this case)

p Γ-matrices, and Λ is a spinor. This should be compared with the constraint for a qth

rank superconformal Killing tensor (SCKT) Kb1...bq :

DαK
b1...bq = (Γ(b1Λb2...bq))α , (4.3)

where tracelessness on the right-hand-side is assured by taking the symmetric tensor-spinor

Λ to be Γ-traceless. We can check that the definition (4.2) makes sense by applying a second

D-derivative, using the relation (4.1) and tracing over the spinorial indices. This reproduces

the even CKY form constraint on the leading component of A.6

6This is not quite true for D = 6 as we shall discuss in 5.3.
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This construction can be generalised to super Ap,q tensors. The basic constraint is

taken to be

DAa1...ap,b1...bq = [Γ(b1Λ|a1...ap|,b2...bq)] , q ≥ 2 , (4.4)

where we have surpressed the spinor indices on D and Λ, and where both A and Λ are

symmetric on the b-indices, antisymmetric on the a-indices and completely traceless with

respect to the even metric. (The bars indicate indices excluded from the symmetrisation.)

The square brackets on the right indicate that the traces are to be removed. In this

construction there are gauge invariances on the right, so that the number of components in

Λ is not immediately obvious. To see this, let Sp,q denote the space of Ap,q-valued spinors,

i.e. objects that have the same symmetry properties as Ap,q but which also carry an extra

spinor index. We can define an algebraic differential δ : Sp,q → Sp+1,q by

δΛa1...ap,b1...bq = [Γ(b1Λ|a1...ap|,b2...b(q+1))
] . (4.5)

Clearly δ2 = 0. Moreover, there is no cohomology. This enables us to compute the

dimension of Λ systematically.

For q = 2, we have Λp,1 on the right-hand side of (4.3) which in our conventions means

that Λ is a (p+1)-form valued spinor. So the δ gauge-invariance does not apply in this case.

However, it is easy to see that the right-hand side of (4.3) is invariant if Λp,1 is changed

by Γp+1λ, for some spinor λ. Given this we can state a formula for the dimension of the

representation appearing on the right of (4.3) modulo gauge invariances. It is:

Dim [Λp,q−1] =

(
q−2∑
r=1

(−1)r+1dp.q−r

)
× ds , (4.6)

where dp,q is the dimension of the representation of Ap,q and ds is the dimension of the

spinor representation carried by the Λs. In the final term, r = q − 1 we have dp,1 which

has to be set equal to 1, corresponding to the invariance in (4.5).

4.2 D = 4

In D = 4 it is convenient to represent CKTs in two-component spinor notation. Thus, an

nth rank CKT Kα1...αn,α̇1...α̇n has n undotted and n dotted spinor indices and is totally

symmetric on both sets. The CKT constraint is

∂(α(α̇Kβ1...βn),β̇1...β̇n)
= 0 . (4.7)

Similarly, an nth rank SCKT is an object defined on superspace with the same index

structure but obeying the constraint

D(αiKβ1...βn),β̇1...β̇n
= 0 (4.8)

together with its complex conjugate involving D̄i
α̇ and symmetrisation over the dotted

indices. The R-symmetry indices refer to the N and N̄ representations of SU(N).

As noted in [17], one can also consider objects Km,n,m 6= n, which obey similar

constraints, either in spacetime or in superspace. For m + n even these will be tensorial,
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while for m + n odd we get spinorial objects. The latter might be called conformal or

superconformal KYT spinors.

In D = 4 it only makes sense to consider CKY 2-forms, since 3-forms are dual to

1-forms and the latter are equivalent to CKVs. We thus have K(2,0) together with its

conjugate K̄0,2. In the even case the constraint is

∂(αα̇Kβγ) = 0 (4.9)

which, together with its conjugate, does indeed define a CKY 2-form, as can easily be

checked. In the supersymmetric case one has

D(αiKβγ) = 0; D̄i
α̇Kβγ = 0 . (4.10)

This form is the first in a sequence of tensors of the form K2+k,k, k ∈ N. We claim that

these tensors correspond to the CKYTs A1,k+1. Clearly Kk+2,k corresponds to the tensor

product of a k-fold symmetric, traceless D = 4 Lorentz tensor with a (complex) self-dual

2-form represented by the extra pair of undotted indices. Imposing total symmetry over

the (k + 2) undotted indices gives an irreducible representation, which, when combined

with its complex conjugate is indeed A1,q+1. Equivalently, A1,q ∼ Kq+1,q−1 + c.c.

In the supersymmetric case each leading term K2+k,k descends to spinorial objects

Λ1+k,k and Π̄2+k,k−1 on applying D and D̄ respectively:

DαiKβ1...β2+k,β̇1...β̇k
= εα(β1Λβ2...β2+k)i,β̇1...β̇k

,

D̄i
α̇Kβ1...β2+k,β̇1...β̇k

= εα̇(β̇1Π̄i
β1...β2+k,β̇2...β̇k)

. (4.11)

Further descendants are obtained by repeated differentiation with the odd derivatives,

leading to a picture similar to that for SCKTs given in [17]. In general we can arrange the

θ-components of a general D = 4 SCKYT in an array with each vertex labelled by a pair of

integers, (p, q) ≤ (2 + k, k), connected by arrows representing the action of D̄ or D acting

respectively to the left or right down the diagram. The vertex (p, q) therefore represents

a tensor with p (q) symmetrised undotted (dotted) spinor indices, and (3 − p) ((1 − q))
antisymmetrised lower (upper) internal indices. For example, for k = 1, we have the

diagram:
(3,1)

�
�	

@
@R

(3,0) (2,1)

@
@R

�
�	

@
@R

(2,0) (1,1)

�
�	

@
@R

@
@R

(1,0) (0,1)

@
@R

�
�	

(0,0)

(4.12)
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It is easy to compute dimensionalities in the spinor formalism. We find

d1,q = 2q(q + 2) , (4.13)

while the dimensionality of DA1,q is given by twice the dimensionality of Λq,q−1+Π̄q+1,q−2.

This is given by 4(q2 + q − 1). The factor of 4 is ds, disregarding the internal symmetry

algebra for the moment, so that this number is to be compared with the right-hand side

of (4.6). It is straightforward to verify that the dimensionalities computed in the general

formalism and in the spinor formalism match up, as they should.

The next sequence up consists of tensors of the form K4+k,k, k ∈ N. The first term,

K4,0, together with its conjugate, is a tensor with the symmetries of the Weyl tensor.

The object K4+k,k together with its conjugate gives a tensor of the form Aab,c1...ck which

is symmetric on ab and on the cs, but not symmetric on more than k indices nor on ab

together with any c index. It is also completely traceless. The Young tableau for such a

representation is

A1,1,q ∼

q︷ ︸︸ ︷
(4.14)

where it is understood that all traces have been removed.

4.3 D = 6

In six-dimensional spacetime the R-symmetry algebra for N -extended supersymmetry is

sp(N) (with sp(1) ≡ su(2)), and the corresponding superconformal algebra is osp(6, 2|N).

The spin algebra is isomorphic to su∗(4), a non-compact version of su(4), and it is conve-

nient to represent tensors as well as spinors in terms of Young diagrams for this algebra.

A rank-n Killing tensor K has the su∗(4) tableau

K ∼

n︷ ︸︸ ︷
. (4.15)

Applying a derivative ∂ ∼ to K the constraint is that the largest representation in ∂K,

i.e.

n+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
, should vanish.

A 2-form in D = 6 has 15 components and is therefore represented by the tableau

. The constraint obeyed by a CKY 2-form B is that the largest representation in ∂B

should vanish. This representation is 64-dimensional and has the su∗(4) tableau . This

constraint is equivalent to the standard one (2.1). A self-dual 3-form C+ has the tableau

, while an anti-self dual 3-form C− has the tableau . In both cases the CKY

constraint is that the largest representation in ∂C± should vanish. Thus in both cases ∂C

is a 2-form. The components of CKY 2- and 3-forms are

(2)→ (3) + (1)→ (2) ,

(3)→ (4) + (2)→ (3) . (4.16)
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In D = 6, these give respectively 56 and 70-dimensional representations of o(8), but the

latter is reducible into self-dual and anti-self-dual 35-dimensional representations. In D = 6

a CKY 3-form therefore splits into two: (3)± → (4) ∼= (2)→ (3)∓.

In the supersymmetric case an nth rank SCKT is represented by the same Young

tableau but with the constraint that applying an odd derivative Dαi, i = 1, . . . 2N, to it

one finds

DK ∼

n︷ ︸︸ ︷
·

, (4.17)

where D is represented by the dotted box and where the other possible representation with

an extra box on the first row is constrained to vanish. A putative superconformal SCKY

2-form B satisfies the following constraint

DB ∼ · × =

·

= · , (4.18)

where, as in (4.15), the dot in a box also represents the fundamental representation of

sp(N). This constraint complies with the general definition of (4.2). However, it is too

strong, because at the next level one finds the spacetime derivative of B is a one-form

together with an anti-self dual three-form, and this does not define a conformal represen-

tation. One might wonder whether one could relax the basic constraint (4.2), but it is

easy to check that this would be too weak because then the large 64-dim representation

in ∂B does not vanish. In the case of 3-forms, only the self-dual case is compatible with

supersymmetry. The constraint is

DC+ ∼ · × =

·

, (4.19)

or

DαiC
+
abc = (γabc)αβχ

β
i . (4.20)

This last equation makes it clear that the anti-self-dual 3-form is incompatible with the

constraint (4.2).

So in D = 6 one can only have self-dual 3-forms as SCKY forms. From these we can

build tensors A+
2,q by taking the highest weight representation in the product of C+ with

a (q − 1)th-rank SCKT. The su∗(4) tableau for the leading component is

A+
2,q ∼

q+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
. (4.21)
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It obeys the constraint

DA+
2,q ∼

q+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
·

+

q+1︷ ︸︸ ︷

·

. (4.22)

One can also have higher-rank SCKYTs by incorporating further pairs of 3-box columns

into the Young tableau. For example,

A+
2,2,q ∼

q+3︷ ︸︸ ︷
. (4.23)

In order to extend these results to super Young tableaux it will be convenient to

consider dual su∗(4) tableaux with a single box corresponding to an upper index. Thus

C+ ∼ . In indices,

DαiC
βγ = δα

(βΛ
γ)
i where Λαi =

2

5
DβiC

βα . (4.24)

The dual Young tableau for A+
2,q is then

A+
2,q ∼

q+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
, (4.25)

while the constraint becomes

DA+
2,q ∼

q+2︷ ︸︸ ︷
·

·
·

+

q+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
·

·
·

, (4.26)

where now D is represented by a 3-box vertical tableau with dots.

4.4 D = 5

In D = 5 it is only for N = 1 that there is a superconformal algebra, the exceptional

superalgebra f(4). The spin group is sp(2), while the internal R-symmetry algegra is sp(1) ∼=
su(2). The spinor coordinates for conventional superspace are θαi, α = 1, . . . 4, i = 1, 2.

They are symplectic Majorana and have 8 real components. Since a 3-form is related to a

2-form by duality, we need only consider CKY 2-forms and CKYTs of type A1,q.

In D = 5 it is again convenient to use spinor notation. An qth rank SCKT K is

represented by an sp(2) Young tableau

K ∼

q︷ ︸︸ ︷
, (4.27)
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where it is assumed, here and throughout this subsection, that all of the traces with respect

to the sp(2) symplectic form have been removed from all of the tableaux. The supercon-

formal constraint is

DK ∼

q︷ ︸︸ ︷
∗
, (4.28)

where the asterisk denotes that the box containing it is removed from the sp(2) diagram,

but carries an internal sp(1) fundamental representation index coming from Dαi.

For a SCKY 2-form B we have

B ∼ , (4.29)

while the constraint is

DB ∼ ∗ . (4.30)

Combining these we get the diagram for a SCKYT A1,q:

A1,q ∼

q+2︷ ︸︸ ︷
. (4.31)

The constraint is

DA1,q ∼

q+2︷ ︸︸ ︷
∗

+

q+2︷ ︸︸ ︷
∗ . (4.32)

It is straightforward to check that these expressions are consistent with the general discus-

sion given above.

5 Analytic superspace

In [17] and [33] we discussed SCKTs in analytic superspaces for D = 3, 4, 6. These are

superspaces with fewer odd coordinates than the associated conventional (Minkowski) su-

perspaces, such that superfields on these spaces correspond to fields on Minkowski super-

space satisfying constraints with respect to the odd derivatives. These superfields gener-

alise the notion of chiral superfields, and typically also depend on additional internal even

coordinates. Superspaces of this type were first introduced in the physics literature as

harmonic [37–40] or projective superspaces [41–43]. More general treatments were later

developed in [44–46] where it was found convenient to work in complexified superspaces

defined as cosets of the superconformal groups with parabolic isotropy groups: these are

flag supermanifolds [47–49]. All the fields are taken to be holomorphic, and we shall usually

work on some open subset in the spacetime sector as the cosets themselves are compact

(in the even directions). The spaces we shall consider all contain standard complexified

Minkowski space as a component of the purely even part, and indeed there is a formal

resemblance to Minkowski spaces considered as cosets of the conformal groups.7 They

7One can consider these spaces as supersymmetric versions of twistor geometry, see, for example, [50–52].
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have additional even sectors, cosets of the R-symmetry groups, and reduced number of

odd coordinates compared to Minkowski superspace. The analytic superspace formalism

we shall use is one in which local coordinates are employed for all of the coordinates in-

cluding the internal and odd ones. We shall be interested in those for which the reduction

in the number of odd coordinates is maximal, and we shall also restrict our attention to

the simpler cases of N even, for D = 3, 4. For examples of this formalism applied to N = 4

superconformal field theory see, for example, [53].

Analytic superspaces are thus particular coset superspaces of the complexified super-

conformal groups, SL(4|N) for D = 4, OSp(8|N) for D = 6 and SpO(2|N) for D = 3 the

latter being isomorphic to OSp(N |2) but written in the opposite order to indicate that

Sp(2) is the spacetime conformal group for D = 3. These groups act naturally on the

corresponding super-twistor spaces C4|N and C8|2N respectively. In D = 4 we consider the

Grassmanians which are spaces of (2|M) planes in C4|N where N = 2M or N = 2M + 1,

depending on whether N is even or odd (we exclude N = 1, though). These coset spaces

are in a sense the natural generalisations of complexified Minkowski spaces considered as

cosets of the corresponding conformal groups. For example, for D = 4 Minkowski space

is locally coordinatised by xαα
′

(we use primes instead of dots in this section), while the

analytic superspaces have coordinates XAA′ , where A = (α, a), a being an internal index

which we take to be odd and A′ = (α′, a′).

5.1 D = 4

We recall that in D = 4 an nth-rank CKT can be written in spinor notation as an object

Kα1...αn,α′1...α
′
n with n primed and unprimed spinor indices which is totally symmetric on

both sets of indices. In analytic superspace, we simply have to replace (α, α′) by (A,A′) and

impose similar differential constraints to get a SCKT KA1...An,A′1...A
′
n . As have remarked

previously, we can also consider objects Km,n with m unprimed and n primed indices, and

these objects include the SCKYTs. The constraint obeyed by such tensors is

∂AA′K
B1...Bm,B′1...B

′
n = am(δA

(B1∂CA′K
B2...Bm)C,B′1...B

′
n)+a′n(δA′

(B′1∂AC′K
B1...Bm,B′2...B

′
n)C

′
)

+bm,n δA
(B1δA′

(B′1∂CC′K
B2...Bm)C,B′2...B

′
n)C

′
, (5.1)

where

am =
1

tm
a′n =

1

t′n
bm,n = − 1

tmt′n
, (5.2)

with

tm =
m− 1 + t

n
t′n =

n− 1 + t′

n
. (5.3)

Here t = t′ = 2−M for N even and t = 2−M, t′ = 2− (M + 1) for N = 2M + 1. The

numbers t, t′ are the super traces of the unit matrices δA
B and δA′

B′ for the two halves of

super-twistor space.

The formula (5.1) covers all of the SCKYTs in D = 4 and indeed extends to include

the supersymmetric extensions of SCKY spinors when m + n is odd. Moreover, (5.1) is

easy to solve as a power series in the local coordinates XAA′ . A simple example is given
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by the SCKY 2-form which represented by K2,0 together with its conjugate K0,2. The

solution to (5.1) for K2,0 is

KAB = kAB +XAA′kA′
B +XAA′XBB′kB′B . (5.4)

where the coefficients k are constants.

Denoting the coordinates for D = 4 super-twistor space by zA = (zA, zA′) we can as-

semble the above components into a symmetric second-rank tensor KAB in twistor space by

KAB =
(
kAB, kAB′ , kA′

B, kA′B′
)
, (5.5)

where kA′
B = kBA′ . This exhibits the SCKY 2-form manifestly as a representation of the

superconformal algebra.

The higher-rank SCKYTs, all of the form A1,q in D = 4, are given by tensors Km,n

obeying (5.1) with m = q + 1, n = q − 1 together with their conjugates Kn,m. The super-

twistors corresponding to these objects have the form

KA1...AmB1...Bn = KA1...Aq+1B1...Bq−1 , (5.6)

and are totally symmetric on both the upper and lower sets of indices. Again, the compo-

nents of these objects are constant. In addition, in order to get the full tensor which will

correspond to the real version in super Minkowski space it will be necessary to include the

conjugate object, Kn,m = Kq−1,q+1.

5.2 D = 6

In D = 6 analytic superspace is the space of isotropic (with respect to the standard metric)

(4|N) planes in C8|2N . Local coordinates are XAB = (xαβ , ξαb, yab), where xαβ are the

spacetime coordinates, yab are internal even coordinates and ξαb are the odd coordinates;

here greek indices run from 1 to 4 and latin indices from 1 to N . So this space has half the

number of odd coordinates of super Minkowski space and has additional even coordinates.

The internal part of the space is the coset U(N)\ Sp(N).

In D = 6 we can take over most of the results of the even case, as far as the representa-

tions are concerned, by simply interpreting the Young tableaux to be those of osp(8|N). In

particular, a qth rank SCKT is given by the diagram (4.15) (with n replaced by q). For the

self-dual 3-form we need to use the dual tableau representation , so that the generalised

products will be given by diagrams of the type (4.25). The differential constraint satisfied

by the super 3-form CAB in analytic superspace is simply

∂ABC
CD = −4

t
∂[A

(C∂B]EC
D)E , (5.7)

where t is the super-dimension of the tangent space in analytic superspace. For SCKTs,

the answer was given in [17]; it is

∂A1A2K
B1B2,C1,C2,... = (an δ[A1

[B1∂A2]DK
B2]D,C1C2,... + (n− 1) terms)

+ bn (δ[A1

[B1δA2]
B2]∂ ·KC1C2,... + cyclic)

− 6bn
n+ 1

(∑
δ[A1

[B1δA2]
B2∂ ·KC1C2],D1D2,...

)
, (5.8)
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where in the second line the cyclic sum is over the n pairs, and where the sum in the third

line is over all distinct pairs of pairs, i.e. 1
2n(n− 1) terms altogether. In the expression on

the third line for each selected pair of pairs there is total graded antisymmetrisation. It can

be checked that these terms are necessary to ensure that the (graded) symmetry structure

of the tableau (4.13) holds for the b terms, while the a terms take care of themselves. We

have used the dot notation to denote the divergence with respect to a given pair of indices.

The coefficients are given by

an =
4

t+ n− 3

bn =
−(n+ 1)

(t+ n− 2)(t+ n− 3)
. (5.9)

Rank n SCKTs of the above type correspond to the Young tableaux

n︷ ︸︸ ︷
, each

pair of indices on K in the above formula (5.8) corresponding to a given column. However,

when we construct SCKYTs by taking the highest weight representations of products of

SCKTs with several SCKY 3-forms, the resulting Young tableaux have the form

m︷ ︸︸ ︷
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

, m ≥ n . (5.10)

In fact we can be quite general here and allow m,n to be arbitrary non-negative integers,

thereby including SCKYT-spinors. In index notation, such a tableau translates to a tensor

KA1,...Am,B1...Bn which is symmetric on both sets of indices but not on any more than m,

so that

K(A1...Am,B1)B2...Bn = 0 . (5.11)

These symmetry properties are enough to specify the tableau (5.10). Note that the algebras

here are gl or sl so that there are no metric traces that can be removed. The constraints

obeyed by such a tensor (spinor) in order for it to be a superconformal one are:

∂ABK
C1...Cm,D1...Dn = am,nδ[A

(C1∂B]EK
|E|C2...Cm),D1...Dn

+ bm,nδ[A
(C1∂B]EK

C2...Cm)(D1,D2...Dn)E

+ cm,nδ[A
(D1∂B]EK

|C1...Cm|,D2...Dn)E

+ em,nδ[A
(C1δB]

(D1∂EFK
C2...Cm)E,D2...Dn)F , (5.12)

where in the last line the Cs and Ds are separately symmetrised. The coefficients are

determined by taking traces and double traces and by requiring that the symmetry of (5.11)

is satisfied by the right-hand side terms. The result is:

am,n = − 2m

t+m− 2

bm,n =
2mn

(t+m− 2)(t+ n− 3)
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cm,n =
−2n

t+ n− 3

em,n = − 2mn

(t+m− 2)(t+ n− 3)
, (5.13)

where t = 4−N is the supertrace δA
A (= half the super-dimension of super-twistor space).

Note that the discussion applies equally well to the non-supersymmetric case where the

algebra is sl(4) in the complexified case.

The discussion of these tensors as representations of osp(8|N) is straightforward. One

takes the same Young diagrams used in either super-Minkowski space or in analytic super-

space and reinterprets them as Young tableaux in osp(8|N), with the additional requirement

that these tensors be completely traceless with respect to the orthosymplectic metric. For

example, in the purely even case a Killing tensor in spacetime is given in spinor notation

by (4.15), and this becomes the same diagram in o(8) but with the traces removed. This

discussion remains valid for the SCKYTs.

5.3 D = 3

D = 3 analytic superspace, for N = 2M even, is the space of isotropic (2|M)-planes in

C4|M , isotropic being with respect to the orthosymplectic metric on C4|2M regarded as a

supersymplectic two-form, because the spacetime part is the symplectic part in this case.

The local coordinates are given by XAB, where A = (α, a) with α = 1, 2, 3 while the internal

index a runs from 1 to M . The super-coordinates XAB in this case are graded symmetric.

As a 2-form inD = 3 is dual to a 1-form it follows that there are no independent CKY forms,

while a 1-form is just a CKV. We include this case in order to generalise the formula given

for SCKTs in [17] to the case of SCKYT-spinors. Such an object is a graded-symmetric

mth rank tensor KA1...Am subject to the constraint

∂A1A2K
B1...Bm = amδ(A1

(B1∂A2)CK
B2...Bm)C + bmδ(A1

(B1δA2)
B2∂CDK

B3...Bm)CD , (5.14)

where

am =
2m

t+m
bm = − m(m− 1)

(t+m)(t+m− 1)
. (5.15)

This agrees with the formula given for nth rank SCKTs in [17] when m = 2n.

5.4 Decomposability

It is well-known that there can be representations of super Lie algebras which contain

sub-representations which cannot be removed because the subtraction process involves

super-traces which can vanish in some cases [34, 35]. In [17] we discussed examples of this

in the context of superconformal Killing tensors (SCKTs), but clearly problems of this sort

can also arise for SCKYTs and SCKYT-spinors. This is most simply discussed in super-

twistor spaces where these objects are represented by tensors with constant components.

The restrictions are very similar to those for SCKTs: in particular, problems only arise for

values of N which are less interesting from a physical point of view because there are no

interacting superconformal field theories, with one exception.
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For D = 3 a SCKYT-spinor is given by a totally symmetric rank m tensor on twistor

space C4|N . In this case the invariant tensor is the supersymplectic 2-form and hence there

are no subrepresentations to worry about.

For D = 6 a SCKYT-spinor is given by a tensor in C8|2N corresponding to a tableau of

the type depicted in (5.10), but assumed to be traceless with respect to the orthosymplectic

metric. Here there can be cases where subrepresentations cannot be removed. A simple

example is given by the tableau with two rows and columns, which has the symmetries

of the Riemann tensor, so that one would expect to form an irreducible tensor with the

symmetries of the Weyl tensor by removing the traces. However, this is not possible for

N = 3, and in fact problems of this type do not occur for N < 3, i.e. they are absent in

the most interesting cases from a field theory point of view.

For D = 4 problems can start at N = 4, but these only involve single traces. A fuller

discussion of this topic can be found in [17].

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have studied some aspects of conformal Killing-Yano tensors from an al-

gebraic point of view and shown how these tensors naturally lead to invariants of classical

spinning particles. In the quantum case such classical invariants define the leading terms

of higher symmetries of the differential operators that arise as the quantised first-class con-

straints. For N0 = 1 worldline supersymmetry the relevant operator is the Dirac operator

and our work here systematises that of some earlier investigations. The discussion in the

N0 = 2 case is more complicated, but our definition of general CKYTs clarifies their use in

the construction of invariants. The alternative definition proposed earlier in [16] has also

been used in studying invariants of generalised Maxwell equations, which result from quan-

tisation, particularly in four dimensions. In the case of the Dirac operator we also briefly

discussed how general higher-order symmetries can be constructed from this point of view.

However, further work needs to be done to obtain a complete understanding of this problem

since the different types of spinor that can arise in different dimensions of spacetime is not

fully taken into account in the basic particle model we have investigated here.

In the second part of the paper we extended the analysis of CKYTs to the super-

symmetric case, i.e. to tensors of this type living in various superspaces. The results here

extend those that we discussed in earlier work, where we focused on superconformal Killing

tensors. One question not addressed here is for which systems do these tensors arise as

symmetries of differential operators. For SCKTs we know that these arise as symmetries of

minimal superconformal models and that these can be interpreted in analytic superspaces

as symmetries of super-Laplacian operators.8 The generalised SCKYTs arise as symme-

tries of non-minimal models which can be described by super Dirac equations in analytic

superspaces, although there is no super analogue of the generalised Maxwell equation sym-

metries as these equations arise as components of either super Laplacians [33] or of super

Dirac operators [36].

8For some related work on this topic see [54–56].
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In the paper we have focused on flat spaces and superspaces but we have restricted our

study to those systems which are compatible with non-trivial backgrounds spacetimes. For

ordinary spacetimes this restriction is to particles with N0 < 3 worldline supersymmetry. In

the spacetime supersymmetric case, it is well-known that superconformal groups exist only

for D = 3, 4, 6 and one example in D = 5, and in these cases SCKYT-spinors can always

be defined. However, one can only have interacting conformal supergravity backgrounds

for limited values of N , the number of supersymmetries, and we have shown that for

these cases the problem of indecomposable representations does not arise (except mildly

for D = 4, N = 4).

In the purely bosonic case symmetries of the Laplacians give rise to algebraic struc-

tures [15] which play a role in higher spin theories [57–59] via the AdS/CFT correspondence

[60]. It would therefore be of interest to understand whether extended algebras of this type

could arise in the case of symmetries of Dirac and other operators, but a fuller discussion

would require a complete understanding of the higher symmetries of these operators which

we have not attempted to give here.
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